About this course
OBASHI is a breakthrough in Information Technology thinking that will enable you to see how
your business actually works facilitating better decisions as a result.
OBASHI allows you to create a visual map that shows:
●
●
●

how your business works
the assets that make it work
the inter-dependencies between those assets

With OBASHI you can design, monitor and optimize your business better; in a way which is
easy to understand and, more importantly, easy to communicate across the rest of the
business.
Whether your challenge is reducing costs, driving competitive advantage or rationalising your
organisation, you need to think OBASHI.
OBASHI is based around a core principle: that IT exists for one reason, namely, to manage
the flow of data between business assets.
Business resources (which include people) and IT assets are either providers of data,
consumers of data or provide the conduit through which the data can flow.
The role of IT is to support, process and optimise the flow of data to maximise
business/organisational performance.
The OBASHI methodology provides a framework and method for capturing, illustrating and
modelling the relationships, dependencies and data flows between business and information
technology (IT) assets and resources in a business context. It is a formal and structured way
of communicating the logical and physical relationships and dependencies between IT assets
and resources (Ownership, Business Processes, Applications, Systems, Hardware, and
Infrastructure) to define the business services of a modern enterprise.
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Who is it for
Strategic planners, programme and project managers as well as Business Architects who
wish to gain formal recognition of their skills by taking the OBASHI Foundation examination.

Benefits
The major benefit of OBASHI is to assist in attaining the organisation’s strategic goals by
understanding the DNA of the business. Other direct benefits of modelling the organisation
are the ability to:
● link ownership to your assets
● identify waste
● identify latency
● deliver programmes more effectively
● deliver projects more efficiently
● deliver service more robustly
● specify disaster recovery more accurately
● build business continuity

Features
The course is designed to help you understand the OBASHI method, and to prepare you for
the OBASHI Foundation Qualification
This level aims to measure whether a candidate could act as an informed member of a
management team which is using the OBASHI method to understand and assess an
organisation.
To this end you need to show you understand the principles and terminology of the method.
Specifically:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Understand how OBASHI supports the Business Strategy
Describe the benefits OBASHI can bring to an organisation
Understand the concept of dataflow.
Be able to explain the purpose and use of a DAV and describe how it is constructed
Recall OBASHI Core Principles and Laws of OBASHI
List and describe the concept of Layers and Elements in OBASHI
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●
●
●
●

Be able to explain the purpose and use of a B&IT diagram and describe how it is
constructed (Including use of colour)
Understand the laws of Digital Dynamics
Understand the OBASHI Rules and Relationships (incl. relationship persistence)
Understand the concept of Logical and Physical models.

Testimonials
“The trainer was excellent! He brought the words to life, made them understandable and was
very knowledgable about the topic.” Delegate

Pre-event preparation
You will receive your own copy of the OBASHI manual – you will need this to complete the
enclosed workbook.
This workbook must be completed and returned to us at least 7 days prior to the course, this
is a must and is not optional as it forms quite a large part of the two days training programme.
Delegates who do not return the completed workbook will not be accepted on the course. We
recommend that you allow some 8 – 12 hours.
Do remember to bring your manual with you.

What is included
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Stationery (A4 pad, highlighters, pop tabs, pens & pencils)
Folder containing the course’s work and references
Exams
Certificate
OBASHI Manual
Pre-course workbook that the delegate must work through before the start of the
course.
Joining instructions, venue map and directions, syllabus and exam candidate
guidance.
For non-residential lunch and refreshments are included.
For residential bed & breakfast, lunch, dinner and refreshments are included.
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Examinations
• 50 Simple and Complex multiple-choice questions
• 60 minutes duration
• Closed-book
• 30 correct answers out of 50 are required to pass (60%)

What do I do next?
Book online now, or if your organisation is a member of our Platinum Club, contact them now
to reserve your place on this premier training experience. We strictly limit the number of
delegates to ensure the best quality course experience. This can also be delivered as an
in-house course on a client’s own site, exclusively for their own team.
Call us free on 01235 227252 or email info@pearcemayfield.com.

Terms and conditions
http://www.pearcemayfield.com/terms-conditions/

Register now

OBASHI® is a registered trademark of OBASHI Ltd,. All rights reserved. The APMG International OBASHI and Swirl Device is a
trademark of The APM Group Limited, used under permission of The APM Group Limited. All rights reserved.
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